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KEY FEATURES
•  BALANCED SUPERCHARGED ENGINE COMBINES POWER, FUEL EFFICIENCY AND EVERYDAY USEABILITY
•  ROBUST ELECTRONIC RIDING AIDS
•  AGGRESSIVE BODY DESIGN
•  TRELLIS FRAME OPTIMIZES HANDLING
•  SEMI-UPRIGHT POSITION FOR A MORE COMFORTABLE RIDE ON THE STREET

Continuing the Kawasaki Ninja H2™ legacy, the new Ninja H2 SX is built to be the ultimate 
supercharged sportbike. The Ninja H2 SX shifts from a pure performance design of the Ninja 
H2, and the Ninja H2™R upon which it is based, to one that provides increased functionality 
for everyday street use with a more versatile engine character, roomier cockpit with passenger 
seating, and the ability to mount a KQR™ luggage system for extended trips. And there’s the 
SE model, which offers another level of quality with standard items like TFT LCD meter, LED 
cornering lights and grip warmers.

COLORS

https://www.kawasaki.com/Products/2018-Ninja-H2


Engine Type 4-Stroke, 4-Cylinder, Liquid-Cooled, DOHC, 4 Valve Cylinder Head, Supercharged
Displacement 998 cc
Bore & Stroke 76.0 x 55.0 mm
Maximum Torque 101 lb.-ft @ 9,500 rpm
Compression Ratio 11.2:1
Fuel System DFI® with 40mm Throttle Bodies (4) and Dual Injectors
Ignition TCBI with Digital Advance
Transmission 6-Speed, Dog-Ring
Final Drive Sealed Chain
Rake/Trail 24.7° / 4.1 in.
Front Wheel Travel 4.7 in.
Rear Wheel Travel 5.5 in.
Front Tire Size 120/70-17
Rear Tire Size 190/55-17
Wheelbase 58.3 in.
Front Suspension 43mm Inverted Fork with Adjustable Compression and
 Rebound Damping, Spring Preload Adjustability, and Top-Out Springs
Rear Suspension New Uni-Trak®, Gas-Charged Shock with Adjustable Compression and
 Rebound Damping, Remote Hand-Turn Preload Adjustability, and Top-Out Spring
Front Brake Type Dual Semi-Floating 320mm Discs with  

 Radial-Mount, Opposed 4-Piston Calipers
Rear Brake Type 250mm Disc with Opposed 2 Pistion Caliper
Fuel Tank Capacity 4.5 gal.
Seat Height 32.9 in.
Curb Weight= 564.5/573.3 (SE) lb.
Warranty 12 months
Kawasaki Protection Plus™ 12, 24, 36 or 48 months
(Specifications subject to change without notice.)
= Includes all necessary materials and fluids to operate correctly, full tank of fuel (more than 90% of capacity) and tool kit (if supplied).
(KP) = See Kaw-Pedia section for more details.
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While the base design starts with the supercharged engine 
of the Ninja H2, the numerous changes necessary to 
achieve the balance of power and fuel efficiency desired for 
the Ninja H2 SX essentially resulted in a new engine. The 
Balanced Supercharged Engine delivers both exhilarating 
acceleration and superb fuel efficiency – approximately 
25% better than that of the Ninja H2. Key to achieving this 
was increasing the engine’s thermal efficiency, which was 
accomplished by significantly raising the compression ratio. 
Other changes to the supercharger, combustion chamber, 
cams, and intake and exhaust systems followed.

Supercharged Intake
• Kawasaki designed and built centrifugal type supercharger has a 

high pumping capacity. 
• Planetary gear gets driving force from the crankshaft and spins a 

69mm impeller, specially designed using Kawasaki Gas Turbine and 
Aerospace technology.

• Since the supercharger design is highly efficient, compressed 
intake air is minimally heated so no intercooler is necessary.

• Ram air intake duct feeds the supercharger fresh air in as straight a 
line as possible to help provide high output.

• Aluminum intake chamber between supercharger and throttle 
bodies helps radiate heat to keep intake air cool.

• ECU-controlled blow-off valve regulates pressure gain in intake 
chamber when throttle is closed to prevent impeller surging and 
abnormal vibration.

•  The frontal area of the left-side Ram Air intake is reduced 
approximately 80 percent than that of the Ninja H2 to match the 
new airflow requirements of the Balanced Supercharged Engine. 
The intake duct feeds the supercharger fresh air in as straight a line 
as possible to contribute to the supercharger’s efficiency.

•  The 69mm supercharger impeller was redesigned to optimize blade shape and angle for the Ninja 
H2 SX’s power characteristics. Settings for rpm and airflow volume for maximum efficiency were also 
optimized.

•  Formed from a forged aluminum block using a five-axis CNC machining center to ensure high 
precision and durability, the impeller has six blades at the tip expanding to 12 blades at the base. 
Grooves etched into the blade surfaces help direct airflow.

•  Planetary gear train, specially designed using Kawasaki Gas Turbine and Aerospace technology, is 
driven by the crankshaft and increases the impeller speed to 9.2 times that of the crankshaft.

•  Revised aluminum intake chamber between supercharger and throttle bodies helps radiate heat to 
keep intake air cool. Slightly smaller volume, new die-cast construction and newly-added diffuser at 
the mouth of the chamber contribute to overall supercharger efficiency, engine performance and fuel 
efficiency. A stainless steel net at the end of the diffuser helps smooth airflow.

•  Optimized and irregular intake funnel lengths help boost low- and mid-range performance. The funnels 
for the outer cylinders are shorter than those in the middle.

• ECU-controlled blow-off valve regulates pressure gain in intake chamber when throttle is closed to 
prevent impeller surging and abnormal vibration. Valve operation response is improved over the Ninja 
H2 so that optimum boost pressure is maintained to contribute to power feeling and throttle response.

•  A sound hole in the intake duct makes it easier for the rider to enjoy the supercharger’s characteristic 
chirping.

BALANCED SUPERCHARGED ENGINE 



Engine
•  Using race technology developed for the Ninja® ZX™-

10R, a two-stage machining process for the cylinder 
head forms the throat of the intake ports. The valve 
seat area is bored twice: once along the same path as 
the throat; then again for the valve seats. The result is 
smoother intake airflow, which helps reduce intake loss 
and increases performance.

•  Cam profiles with shorter intake (-8˚) and exhaust (-12˚) 
duration (and shorter overlap) match the reduced airflow 
requirements of everyday street riding, contributing 
to the low-mid range focused performance as well as 
increased fuel efficiency.

•  Revised intake and exhaust ports match the reduced 
airflow to boost low-mid range performance and fuel efficiency.

•  One-piece cylinder/upper crankcase utilizes dummy cylinder head during honing process for more 
precise cylinder dimensions, which allows use of low-tension piston rings to reduce mechanical loss 
and boost engine response.

•  Higher compression ratio increases thermal efficiency and 
greatly contributes to better fuel efficiency. A smaller squish, now 
1mm instead of 4mm, and revised piston crown helps improve 
combustion and helps prevent engine knocking.

•  More efficient combustion produces less heat so that the pistons 
can be cooled by a single oil jet, which allows the oil pump to 
turn at a slower rate to reduce friction loss. This also allowed the 
engine’s oil volume to be reduced by nearly a half quart which 
contributes to weight savings.

•  Large, deep-sump oil pan helps cool oil. Oil pan design ensures the oil pump is always surrounded 
by oil to prevent cavitation. Additionally, the unique angled shape and position of the oil strainer also 
helps prevent cavitation during strong acceleration and deceleration.

•  Dual secondary balancers virtually eliminate engine vibration.
•  Exhaust header pipes are 2.2mm smaller in diameter with connector pipes between cylinders which 

contributes to low-mid range torque and higher fuel efficiency.
•  Lighter exhaust pre-chamber and more compact muffler 

help centralize weight, which contributes to improved 
handling.

ENGINE CONTINUED 



Kawaskai DFI®(KP) with New Electronic Throttle Valves (ETV)(KP)

•  40mm Electronic Throttle Valves enable the ECU to control the volume of both the fuel (via fuel 
injectors) and the air (via throttle valves) delivered to the engine. Ideal fuel injection and throttle valve 
position results in smooth, natural engine response and the ideal engine output. The system also 
enhances input to S-KTRC and accommodates the Kawasaki Launch Control and Kawasaki Engine 
Brake Control (SE model only) features.

•  The throttle valves are 10mm smaller than those of the Ninja H2 for better low-mid range torque and 
fuel efficiency.

•  ETV allows cruise control system to be implemented so that a desired speed can be maintained with a 
push of a button for added touring comfort.

•  The throttle pulley operates an acceleration position sensor (APS) that uses the ECU to send a signal 
to a small motor that actually operates the throttle valves. This makes throttle pull very light for reduced 
rider fatigue.

Cruise Control
•  Electronic cruise control has single-button activation to maintain selected speed, which can also be 

adjusted with surrounding up/down toggle.

Transmission
•  Dog-ring transmission uses MotoGP technology in which 

the gears are fixed to the input transmission shafts and 
rings move to engage the gears on the output shaft. The 
result is lighter shifting, improved feel and quicker shifts.

•  Transmission oil jets at every gear mesh and shift fork 
position provide direct cooling and exceptional lubrication 
for high durability.

•  Higher primary gear ratio contributes to fuel efficiency; 
approximately 26 percent better fuel efficiency at one-third 
throttle, while helping to reduce the load of its greater 
torque on the transmission gears. First and second 
gears are also longer, contributing to easier engine 
manageability in most everyday riding situations.

Assist & Slipper Clutch
•  Using the rotational forces of the clutch hub and pressure 

plate, the clutch is forced together during acceleration 
(Assist function) so that fewer and lighter clutch springs 
can be used for a lighter feel at the lever. During high 
back-torque, such as when too low of a gear is selected 
during downshifting, the Slipper function allows some 
clutch slippage to help prevent engine lock-up, stalling 
and rear wheel hop.

•  Judder spring component helps prevent judder when the 
clutch is disengaged.

ENGINE CONTINUED 



KAWASAKI NEXT LEVEL ELECTRONICS
•  Kawasaki’s cutting-edge electronics have always excelled on the track due to the highly sophisticated 

programming that gives the ECU an accurate, real-time picture of what the chassis is doing using 
minimal software. With a Bosch IMU and the latest evolution of Kawasaki’s proprietary dynamic 
modeling software, the Ninja H2 SX electronic management technology is next level, changing from 
setting-type and reaction-type systems to feedback-type systems.

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)(KP)

•  The IMU measures inertia along 5 axes: acceleration along 
longitudinal, transverse and vertical axes, roll rate, and pitch 
rate. The yaw rate is calculated by the ECU using Kawasaki’s 
patented software to provide six-axis chassis attitude input 
of lean angle and acceleration/deceleration force for more 
precise management of the electronic riding aids.

•  The IMU allows KTRC to incorporate more feedback to help 
maximize acceleration when exiting corners on the track.

•  Unlike competitors’ systems that have pre-set limits, 
Kawasaki’s proprietary race-developed software enables 
the Ninja H2 SX to have a dynamic system that has a higher 
level of chassis awareness and adapts to changing conditions such as rider 
inputs, vehicle attitude, and pavement conditions.

Kawasaki Cornering Management Function
•  Corner Management Function uses both KIBS and KTRC to assist riders 

trace their intended line through a corner by suppressing the tendency for the 
bike to stand up while braking in a turn. The IMU helps the system maintain 
optimum hydraulic pressure based on the bike’s lean and  
pitch angles.

Kawasaki Launch Control Mode (KLCM) (SE Model Only)
• Designed to assist the rider by optimizing acceleration from a stop, KLCM electronically controls 

engine output to help prevent wheelspin and thereby minimize front end lift when launching from a 
standstill.

• Riders can choose from three modes, each offering a progressively greater level of intrusion. Each 
mode allows the rider to launch from a stop with maximum throttle operation.

Kawasaki Traction Control (KTRC)
• Mode 1 prioritizes forward acceleration, while  Mode 2 offers a balance between acceleration 

performance and rider reassurance. Mode 3 provides rider reassurance by facilitating smooth riding 
on slippery surfaces.

• The system confirms conditions every 5 milliseconds and uses ignition cut and airflow control (via the 
electronic throttle valves), enabling extremely quick reaction.

• Using complex analysis, the system monitors traction conditions. By acting before slippage exceeds 
the range for optimum traction, drops in power can be minimized, resulting in ultra-smooth operation.

Kawasaki Engine Brake Control
• The Kawasaki Engine Brake Control system allows riders to select the amount of engine braking they 

prefer. 
• When Kawasaki Engine Brake Control is activated (by selecting “LIGHT” in the settings), the effect of 

engine braking is reduced.

ELECTRONIC CONTROLS 



Trellis Frame
The Ninja H2 SX features an innovative trellis frame like the Ninja H2, but to be able to accommodate a 
passenger and luggage, the frame needed to be completely redesigned. Increased rigidity and a longer 
wheelbase enhance stability for riding at highway speed, while a 30-degree steering angle eases low-
speed maneuverability.
•  Trellis frame is made of high-tensile steel with pipe diameter, thickness and bend of each piece 

carefully selected to obtain the necessary stiffness for that part.
•  The steering head was moved forward 15mm, contributing to a 30mm longer wheelbase and enabling 

a wider 30-degree steering angle for easier low-speed maneuverability.
•  The engine was tilted forward two degrees to help lower the center of gravity, which contributes to 

overall handling as well as to stability at highway speed.
•  Stronger, longer rear frame increases the payload by nearly 200 pounds – more than enough to 

accommodate two-up riding with luggage on the highway
•  Slim frame design and horizontal mounting of the die-cast aluminum rear sub-frame helps keep seat 

narrow and contributes to an easy reach to the ground for the rider’s legs.
•  Open design of trellis frame allows air to pass through it to help dissipate engine heat.
•  Swingarm mounting plate is bolted to the back of the engine to make it part of the frame. This 

eliminates frame cross members to help keep the frame light and enables the chain tension generated 
by the high-output engine to be efficiently transferred to the rigid engine block.

Suspension
•  Supersport-sourced suspension components deliver a combination of ride comfort and sport 

performance ideal for street and long-distance riding.
•  43mm inverted fork is fully adjustable for compression and rebound 

damping and spring preload.
•  The bottom of the rear KYB shock is mounted to revised New Uni-

Trak® linkage that helps provide excellent rear tire feeling to the 
rider.

•  Both the linkage and top of the shock are mounted to the Swingarm 
Mounting Plate, which eliminates frame cross members to save 
weight.

•  The shock is gas charged, has a piggy-back reservoir, and features  
high and low speed compression damping adjustment, rebound damping adjustment. A remote 
preload adjuster that can be turned by hand makes changing settings easy to accomodate various 
loads and rider preference.

• Uni-Trak® linkage rear suspension system provides progressive action to the rear shock so that 
small bumps are damped lightly and large bumps get heavy damping for a smoother ride and better 
steering and handling.

• The H2 SX utilizes a single-sided swingarm. Composed of forged and pressed aluminum parts, it 
is highly rigid and light weight. It allows more room on the right side of the motorcylce for optimized 
exhaust shape.

CHASSIS 

Ninja H2™ SX SE Model Shown



High-Performance Brakes with Kawasaki Intelligent anti-lock Brake System (KIBS)
•  Radial-mounted 4-piston brake calipers, radial-pump 

brake master cylinder and big 320mm brake discs 
provide impressive braking performance and superb 
feel.

• Rear brake features twin piston caliper that clamp a 
250mm disc. 

• KIBS high-precision anti-lock brake system provides 
smooth feedback and minimal lever movement for 
added braking confidence.

• The engine ECU communicates with the compact ABS 
ECU (which monitors wheel speed and front caliper 
hydraulic pressure) to provide highly precise brake 
pressure control. The high precision control means  
brake performance is not reduced due to excessive pressure drops and there is a more consistent 
lever feel instead of sharp lever pulses felt with conventional ABS systems.

Ergonomics
•  Designed for both sport riding and comfort, the riding 

position is not as far forward-leaning as the Ninja ZX™-
14R yet not as upright as the Ninja 1000. The Ninja H2 
SX’s riding position offers a more relaxed bend for both 
the elbows and knees compared to the Ninja ZX-14R.

•  Both the front and rear seats provide long-distance 
comfort.

•  Slim design of the front seat helps the rider’s feet reach 
the ground, while the rear seat has a wide, flat surface 
for passenger comfort.

•  Ergonomically designed passenger grab rails and 
footpeg mounts provide integrated mounting points for 
accessory KQR saddlebags.

Aggressive Styling
•  Front cowl resembles that of the Ninja H2 and 

prominently displays the Kawasaki River Mark emblem.
•  Full fairing helps shield the rider yet isn’t so large as to 

create adverse drag at highway speeds.
•  Large fairing ducts help reveal the supercharged engine 

and help extract heat from the engine compartment.
•  Forward-slanted “High Velocity Lines” traced by the side 

cowls, fins, tail cowl and muffler present the image of 
speed even when the Ninja H2 SX is at a standstill.

•  From the recessed  
headlight to the sleek  
taillight, which displays  
a dual “H” at start-up,  
all lights are LED.

CHASSIS 
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•  Analog dial tachometer and LCD multi-meter with negative 
display (white characters on black background). In addition to the 
prominent digital speedometer and gear position indicator, the 
display functions include fuel gauge, odometer, dual trip meters, 
current mileage, average mileage, fuel consumption, bank angle 
display and max bank angle recording function (possible thanks to 
feedback from the Inertial Measurement Unit), coolant temperature, 
boost indicator, boost (intake air chamber) temperature, clock, 
Economical Riding Indicator, and IMU indicator.

CHASSIS CONTINUED 



Ninja H2 SX Special Edition Features
• High-grade full color multi-meter display features TFT (thin-film 

transistor) technology to ensure a level of visibility previously 
unattainable. The screen’s background color is selectable (black or 
white), and screen brightness adjusts automatically to suit available 
light. In addition to scrollable multi-function windows, two display 
modes offer riders a choice of how they want their information 
presented. 

• Touring Mode: easy-to-read, calm layout offers a greater amount of 
information at-a-glance than the STD model. 

• Sport Mode: important information is prioritized and presented 
graphically for easy digestion. Throttle and front brake application, 
G-force (based on feedback from the IMU) – unique to Sport Mode 
– are illustrated visually rather than numerically, as is the boost 
indicator

•  Heated grips add comfort in cold weather.
•  LED cornering lights feature three fixed-direction lights on each side of the fairing. The lights illuminate 

in order based on lean angle to provide a wider beam of light in the direction the bike is travelling.
•  Larger windscreen helps deflect more wind from the rider’s upper 

body.
•  Centerstand provides upright parking and helps ease maintenance.
•  DC outlet to power GPS or other electronic device.
•  Machine-finished wheels and rim tape add to the high-end 

appearance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kawasaki Quick Shifter (KQS)
•  Clutchless up and downshift function is standard equipment on the 

Ninja H2 SX SE. 
•  Contact-less potentiometer-type quick shifter for quick upshifts that 

enable seamless acceleration.
•  During deceleration when the throttle is completely closed and engine speed is not near redline, KQS 

automatically controls engine speed to allow downshifting without operating the clutch lever.

CHASSIS CONTINUED 
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See the current applicable Kawasaki accessory catalog, click on links below or visit 
www.kawasaki.com/accessories for all of the latest Kawasaki Genuine Accessories available for  
this model.

KGA Premium Sport Cover  
Help protect your bike when parked  

K99995-843B

KGA Large Windscreen (std on SE)  
For increased wind protection  

99994-1074

KGA DC Power Outlet (std on SE)  
Easy access power for devices  

99994-1073

KGA Grip Heater Set (std on SE)  
Helps warm hands when its cold outside  

99994-1069

KAWASAKI GENUINE ACCESSORIES 

KGA Premium Sport Touring Cover  
Help protect your bike when parked  

K99995-877

KGA Knee Pad Set (std on SE)  
Help protect from scratches and wear  

99994-1077

KGA Tank Pad (std on SE)  
Help protect the fuel tank  

99994-1075

KGA Frame Slider Set  
Help protect your motorcycle  

99994-1095

KGA KQR 28 Liter Hard 
Saddlebag Set 

Kawasaki Quick Release saddlebags 
with color matched panel and “One Key” 

system (requires Fitting Kit)  
?????-???

KGA Ergo-Fit™  
Reduced Reach Seat  
Lowers seat height for easy  

reach to ground  
99994-1065

KGA Helmet Lock  
Lock your helmet to your bike 

when parked with this  
“One-Key” System lock  

99994-1079

KGA Helmet Lock  
Lock your helmet to your bike 

when parked with this  
“One-Key” System lock  

99994-1079

KGA Ergo-Fit™  
Reduced Reach Seat  
Lowers seat height for easy  

reach to ground  
99994-1066

KGA Frame Slider Set  
Help protect your motorcycle  

99994-1095

KGA Premium Sport Cover  
Help protect your bike when parked  

K99995-843B

KGA Premium Sport Touring Cover  
Help protect your bike when parked  

K99995-877

KGA KQR 28 Liter Hard 
Saddlebag Set 

Kawasaki Quick Release saddlebags 
with color matched panel and “One Key” 

system (requires Fitting Kit)

Ninja H2™ SX with Accessories

Ninja H2™ SX SE with Accessories

KGA Center Stand (std on SE)  
Alternative to side stand, provides  

upright parking on flat surfaces  
99994-1064



DIGITAL FUEL INJECTION
Features:
An on-board, digital microprocessor reads various inputs from the engine, like ignition timing, rpm, and throttle position, and 
from the environment, like air temperature and pressure. It uses the information to provide the precise amount of fuel that the 
engine needs at that moment, and injects it into the intake air headed for the intake valve.
Benefits:
The fuel injection system feeds the engine just the amount of fuel it needs, when it needs it. No extra fuel is wasted, nor is the 
engine forced to run too lean. The result is excellent fuel economy, combined with power and torque when the rider demands it. 
The engine runs smoothly and powerfully from idle to top speed.

ENGINE BALANCER SYSTEM
Features:
Vibration occurs from the reciprocating mass of the crankshaft, connecting rod and piston. The engine 
balancer system smooths out vibration by using one or two counter rotating balancer weight(s) driven 
by a chain or gears off the crankshaft. The weight(s) work with the crankshaft counterweights to smooth 
reciprocating vibration caused by the piston. The weight(s) work against the crankshaft counterweight to 
smooth torsional vibration caused by crankshaft rotation.
Benefits:
Reduced vibration offers more rider comfort and less rider fatigue on long rides.

KIBS (Kawasaki Intelligent anti-lock Brake System)
Features:
KIBS is a high-precision, multi-sensing ABS system designed specifically for high performance use. In addition 
to the front and rear wheel speed sensors that are standard for any ABS system, KIBS also monitors front caliper 
hydraulic pressure and, in a first for a mass production motorcycle application, information from the engine ECU 
for throttle position, engine speed, clutch actuation and gear position. KIBS features a very small and light ABS 
unit, manufactured by Bosch, that precisely controls brake pressure for minimal pressure drops.
Benefits:
Precise control of the system enables KIBS to avoid reduced brake performance due to excessive pressure drops and heavy 
pulsing at the levers. The very smooth operation maintains a more natural feel for minimal distraction to the operator while 
riding. Precise control also reduces the tendency of the rear end to lift under hard braking for exceptional braking performance. 
Additionally, by accounting for back torque, KIBS offers increased rear brake performance during downshifts.

KAW-PEDIA 



ASSIST & SLIPPER CLUTCH
Features:
The Assist & Slipper clutch was developed without changing the size and number of parts of the conventional clutch. It 
decreases the spring load (clutch lever load) and back-torque (during deceleration). 
When the rotating force [A] of the clutch pressure  plate [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the clutch hub [D] by the torque 
[E] generated by the crankshaft during acceleration, the assist cams [F] engage [G] and the clutch pressure plate applies force 
to the clutch plates [H]. The rotational force from the pressure plate causes it to slide down the cam face of the clutch hub, 
increasing pressure on the friction plates and steel plates to generate assist force.

When the rotating force [A] of the clutch hub [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the clutch pressure plate [D] by the torque 
[E] generated by engine braking during deceleration, the slipper cams [F] engage and the clutch pressure plate is separated 
[G] from the clutch plates [H]. As a result, pressure on the friction plates and the steel plates decreases to disengage the 
clutch, generating slipper force.

Benefits:
With the assist mechanism, the clutch lever load is decreased and clutch operation feels lighter. The slipper mechanism 
improves performance during deceleration.

1-14 GENERAL INFORMATION
Technical Information - Assist and Slipper Clutch

4) Assist Mechanism
When the rotating force [A] of the clutch pressure plate [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the

clutch hub [D] by the torque [E] generated by the crankshaft during acceleration, the assist cams [F]
engage [G] and the clutch pressure plate applies force to the clutch plates [H]. The rotational force
from the pressure plate causes it to slide down the cam face of the clutch hub, increasing pressure
on the friction plates and steel plates. (Assist force is generated.)

5) Slipper Mechanism
When the rotating force [A] of the clutch hub [B] surpasses the rotating force [C] of the clutch pres-

sure plate [D] by the torque [E] generated by engine braking during deceleration, the slipper cams [F]
engage and the clutch pressure plate is separated [G] from the clutch plates [H]. As a result, pressure
on the friction plates and the steel plates decreases to disengage the clutch. (Slipper force is gener-
ated.)

ASSIST FUNCTION

SLIPPER FUNCTION

KAW-PEDIA CONTINUED  
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Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
Features
hat measures five independently variable parameters 
expressing the motorcycle’s dynamic movement 
on the track. This five-axis sensor sends real-
time information to the ECU where proprietary 
Kawasaki software calculates the data based on acceleration along 
longitudinal, transverse and vertical axes; roll rate and pitch rate. The 
ECU calculates a sixth axis of yaw rate using the Kawasaki-patented 
software. Yaw rate is the angular velocity (rotation) measured around 
the vertical axis. Cornering at speed induces a yaw change. 
The ECU uses Kawasaki proprietary logic to translate input from 
the IMU and other sensors (wheel speeds, brake pressures, throttle 
position, engine rpm and throttle valve opening) into an understanding 
of what the bike is doing on the track. This high chassis orientation 
awareness means the ECU can adapt to changes in tires and changes 
in track camber and act when dynamic limits are about to be exceeded.  
Benefits
Unlike systems that rely solely on pre-set limits, performance of S-KTRC, KLCS and KIBS is optimized for actual conditions. It 
changes S-KTRC from a purely predictive system to one that also incorporates feedback so that an additional two levels were 
added; allowed the addition the new Corner Management function; and allows the KLCM to be even more advanced than the 
similar system introduced on the Ninja H2™/H2™R 

Kawasaki Quick Shifter (KQS)
Features
A potentiometer detects when the shift lever has been actuated for an upshift and sends a signal to the ECU to cut ignition, 
momentarily decreasing load on the transmission so that the next gear can be engaged without having to use the clutch or 
backing off the throttle.
Benefits
KQS helps racers maximize acceleration on the track by enabling them to shift gears while keeping the throttle open.

KAW-PEDIA CONTINUED  
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